
University of Warwick Fencing Club  
Meeting Minutes  

 27/04/2020, 19:00-21:10pm  
  

Attendees: John, Ellie, Ben, Lera, Damian, Anne, Charles  
  

1. Updates 

a. New kit system 
 

After term 2 all the kit was put in a database. John has been working on an 
app for lending the equipment so that it is possible to know where all the 
equipment is and whether it is broken or not.  

From now on people will need to tell the exec when borrowing things. 
With this new system it will also be easy to help the novices find 

equipment for competitions based on what fit them previously.  
All the kit that has yet not been returned to the club needs to be handed 

to Damian or John, so it can be registered in the database. 
 

b. John’s university situation 
 

John still has his email and the situation should not affect anything that is 
related to the club. 

 
c. PyFence 

 
The program behind the new kit system. (Still has things that need to be 

fixed.) Name has been given combining words Python (language in which it is 
programmed) and fencing. Might consider changing the name in the future. 

The app will be used not only to store information about kit, but also 
information on attendance by using card scanner. This will allow the club to 
see who attends sessions and if they arrive late. The club taking interest in 
attendance will look good on Performance Sport. 

In this app kit can be added, deleted, filtered (type, size, which hand, etc), 
inspected. When the kit is handed out there is a possibility to set a return 
date and note who is borrowing it. 

In general, the app will contain information about attendance, breakages, 
kit, loans, members and payments. There might also be a section for member 
performance tracking. 

All the exec will have the program and work on the same database.  
 

d. Performance Sport application 
 
The application has been handed in. In the next few weeks, we should 

know if we have an interview. The result should be known in mid-May. 
   

  
 



2. Paypal  
  

The club agrees that it is not a good way to receive payments for sessions. Needs to 
be sorted out until next academic year.  

If we decide to stick with Paypal then it is necessary to delete Prisco from the 
current one or create a new one. However, it would be better changing Paypal to 
something different. 

Might consider creating a club bank account. Problem – it would have to be on 
someone’s name. 

  
3. National Novices Tournament 

  
At the moment it is hard to tell what state the club is going to be in when the 

Novices should take place. 
Might consider changing the format from only foil to foil and sabre. The problem 

with expanding the tournament is that it takes up time and space as usually (excluding 
this year) there are around 100 people competing only in foil. 

Novices should happen in term 2 not term 3, because otherwise fencing clubs might 
face a huge drop in numbers like it happened this year. 

For now, with the uncertainty caused by the pandemic, we should assume and plan 
as if everything will be able to go on as usual without putting any money in it. 

  
4. Website 
 

Currently all we have is a page in the SU website which has too much information 
stored in it and is not particularly useful. 

The website would cost the club around £6 per month. The plan is to use the 
website for information, advertising, displaying Novices results, Google calendar for 
the events and sessions. Ideally it could also be used for paying session fees, kit app.  

The website would be linked to all the social media and emails. 
Lera and Anne will start designing the website over summer holidays. It needs to be 

paid for only when launched. 
 

5. Coaching in 2020/21 academic year 
 

The plan is to keep Conor as the coach for sessions with novices and Tomy for 
every other experienced session. However, given the current situation with session 
times, Tomy’s sessions will be dealt with only after they are confirmed. 

Need to look into the difference of how much Conor and Tomy get paid, the 
payments need to be justified.  

 

6. Member engagement in term 3 

 
Need to remind the club members about us in term 3.  
Ellie and Ben might create workout videos to post on Facebook weekly. 
Lera will post pictures from competitions that have not yet been posted, think of 

ways how to engage with members. 



Fencing club has its own discord - consider hosting quizzes or Jackbox for the club 
members. 

Need to consider creating a club Snapchat as it is one of the most popular social 
platforms among young people. 

Anne will send out an email reminding to take part in the Club Satisfaction Survey 
and notify about upcoming posts in Facebook. 

 

7. Handover Pack 
a. Session times 

 
Currently we have been given 3h30min for sessions. Need to try get another 

session in the evening, noting that we are flexible. Possibly try to get 20.00-22.00 on 
Wednesday as it is more likely to be free because of POP.  

Ask for a longer Monday session 18.30-20.30 instead of 19.00-20.30. 
 

b. KPI tracker 
 

KPI tracker has replaced development platform. John, Ellie, Ben and Lera will 
work on it. 

 
c. Risk Assessment 

 
Needs redoing, Anne and John will go through the old one and adjust it to the 
new one. 
 

d. Club Inventory 
 
Damian is responsible for going through the club inventory, checking it against 
the database. 

 

8. Sports awards/Club Colours 

 

We will nominate ourselves for the Cecil Angel Award – BUCS Team of the Year. 
Charles will write up the nomination with the help of someone.  

People who we want to nominate for Club Colours are Adam, Ana, Joel, Jakub, 
Jenny and Nick. 


